All-Aboard! For a last trip in the Time-O-Rama.
November 1995 Column - Country Life in BC
Wendy R. Holm, P.Ag.
For all those readers left patiently waiting at the threshold to DOOR TWO of the TIME-O-RAMA
READER-RIDE since September’s column, take heart! The rest of our party has arrived, and we’re
about to step once again into the year 1999 — the last year of the century.
(For those of you just joining us, the TIME-O-RAMA READER-RIDE is a literary contraption known to
seasonally appear in this space — not unlike a sudden fall fair — treating readers to a gentle turn of
mind; a spin, if you will, down the road of consequence...)
In September, READER-RIDE’ers visit to 1999 throughDOOR NUMBER ONE revealed an
empowered and economically robust farm community. The B.C. Farm Competitiveness Trust — a
source of new money funded from Columbia Treaty down stream benefits — made all manner of
competitiveness-enhancing initiatives possible. The B.C. government’s thirty year irrigation subsidy to
American farmers had finally been acknowledged. A true leveling of the playing field had begun.
You look around the darkened theatre and notice with some surprise that every seat is taken. The
warning as you left September’s ride (“Don't forget which door you got here through. And don't even
think of trying DOOR NUMBER TWO!”) echoes in your head. Hand-lettered “B.C. Vegetable
Marketing Commission” signs taped to the end of the first six or seven rows occupied by broadshouldered men and grim-faced women lend credence to the rumour that vegetable growers had
reserved these seats en masse wanting to see what behind DOOR TWO could have caused such a
good idea to fail.
Your guide steps forward. “This is not going to be pretty, so please stay together.” The door slowly
swings open.
You see yourself and your partner sitting at what appears to be your kitchen table, looking glum.
Brightly coloured brochures are spread before you. Wir Sprechen Deutsch! excitedly burbles the
faux-Bavarian italics arching over the head of a smiling farm couple. In the background, a Holstein
grazes contentedly. The logo of BCMAFF (B.C. Ministry of Agri-Tourism, Forestry and Fisheries)
prominently adorns the lower right hand corner of each brochure. As you open it, a sheet flutters to
the floor. You pick it up. Super, Natural Farm Holidays — 1999 Rate Sheet lists prices for
everything from farm bed and breakfasts to vineyard vacations. In 6 different languages. Visa,
Master Card and debit card accepted.
“Let’s go to bed” you say.
“Can’t” your partner replies, half-shrugging her shoulders, a look of resignation setting her face in a
mask, “That couple with the three kids that booked the old barn suite won’t be arriving till after
midnight. I have to wait up.”
Hearing the weariness in her voice, a lump rises in your throat as your mind drifts back to when you
were both young and foolish and optimistic about farming...
Giving your head a shake, you turn to your Guide. "O.K. Explain. What's happening here?"
“You turned the place into a B&B when the co-op closed. About a year after the ‘96 election. Not
too many choices, I guess, what with the land locked in the ATZ and all.”
“The ATZ”?
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“Yeah, the Agri-Tourism Zone. Used to be the ALR. The bureaucrats renamed it when they
renamed the Ministry. Oh, you still milk the odd cow and grow some processing crops on contract for
AGRI-BIGGIE, but you’ve pretty much gotta do that to keep your agri-tourism designation. Pays for
tractor repairs, I guess. Sure ain’t no money in it. According to the bureaucrats, the wave of the
future is time-share farm holidays — sell thirty weekends a year and you’re laughing...”
“Uh, just a minute here...” you say, distress leaving it’s tell-tale raspsiness in your voice. “Back in ‘95,
we’re all revved up about a Competitiveness Trust. What happened?”
“Ah” said the Guide. “You came real close to getting it together. But in the end, three things shot
you down.”
The four or five vegetable farmers standing within listening range suddenly motion to others and
crowd around the Guide, notebooks poised.
With a pensive smile, she continues. “The thing that really killed you in the end was bureaucratic siltup. Silt-up coupled with poor timing. And farm organization politics that just weren’t up to the
challenge.”
“Bureaucratic silt-up?” you echo.
“Sure. Happens all the time to dams, you know. Useless debris builds up, takes up valuable space,
eventually destroys the function of the structure itself. With dams, it happens from the bottom. With
bureaucracies, it happens from the top.”
“But what does...”
“That ALC report caused quite a stir. Farmers strategized around it, got Rivers Canada and other
groups on-side. Politicians started to listen. And this scared the old “agricultural by-product” out of
top bureaucrats.” (For some, you muse, this must be their closest connection with farming...)
Bureaucrats who didn’t want to share any of the DSB money with lowly farmers. Didn’t want the
International Joint Commission looking at the value of downstream benefits under the Treaty. Didn’t
want pesky politicians interfering with the running of government. So they tried to discredit it, and
when that didn’t work, they called a special inter-departmental meeting to try to kill it.”
“But surely the pols had the final say at the end of the day?”
“Aha. But remember it was the end of the day in the government’s mandate too, when bureaucrats
are at their zenith of power. Bad timing. But then, timing could have saved it all, had farmers simply
gotten their act together.”
“What d’ya mean?”
“Getting all commodity groups on-side with this issue would have been politically irresistible in an
election, particularly with support from the environmental community on the IJC call. The table was
well and truly set. In the end, it just seemed that no one put any real priority on eating. Simple as
that.”
The screen fades to black as the curtains close. An EXIT sign flashes in rhythm to the fading
calliope music. Doors open to the left. Vegetable farmers, muttering about “putting together a
strategy to get ‘er done before the election” stream out of the theatre and into the coffee shop
across the street. A few dairy and egg producers sitting at the next table join them. Someone
suggests taking it to December’s BCFA. The waitress is pretty sure that her brother, the rancher,
might just be interested in dropping by to talk. Harvest is over. Farmers have time. The table is set.
Suddenly, it all seems possible.
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